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The construction and utility of volatility diagrams- energies. In fact, this diagram contains full data on the oxidation,
isothermal plots showing the partial pressures of two gaseous reduction behavior of solid oxides in all types of environments and
species in equilibrium with the several condensed phases pos- at all temperatures and has proved to be indispensable to large
sible in a system-are demonstrated for simple oxides with numbers of users. Pourbaix diagrams are of similar usefulness to
reference to the Mg-O, AI-O, and Si-O systems and compared corrosion scientists. As will be discussed below it is possible to
with Ellingham-type representations of these same data. Both extend the utility of Ellingham diagrams to include data on volatili-
types of diagrams are useful for providing a condensed format zation of oxides.
for a great deal of thermodynamic information. Their use is High-temperature materials engineers are often confronted with
illustrated by analyzing the oxidation of Mg. Al, and Si and the gas-solid reactions of various types-oxidation. reduction, evapo-
volatilization of MgO, A120,, and SiO2in both neutral and ration, etc. For example, gas-solid reactions are currently of con-
reducing gases. -. " . siderable interest in nitride ceramics, in that these materials are

much less stable than the traditional oxide ceramics, and N, evo-
1. Introduction lution may be unavoidable during high-temperature processing or

service. For more familiar ceramics, many oxides are sintered inT HERMODYNAMIC data on many oxides. nitrides, carbides. and H2 or CO/CO2 environments so that reactions involving volatile
other high-temperature ceramics are readily available. Exten- sub-oxides are important. The loss of dopants at high temperatures

sive compilations of such data are found in the Appendix of and the contamination of ceramic wares by impurities are fur-
Kubaschewski's Metallurgical Thermochemistry,' the Metals ther examples.
Handbook,' the JANAF Tables," and the Thermodynamical Prop- The standard Ellingham-type diagram can be helpful in some
erties of Inorganic Substances.' This information is essential for cases, but alternate representations are also useful. In particular.

I, understanding high-temperature processing and high-temperature we have found that "'volatility" diagrams are appropriate for deal-
service of these ceramics, as well as the native metals from which ing with high-temperature ceramics when more than one gaseous
they are made, but the data can be overwhelming. In the species is involved. Volatility diagrams are isothermal plots show-
V-O system for example, the JANAF Tables report on the four ing the partial pressures of two gaseous species in equilibrium with
states of vanadium metal and 10 different forms of oxides, and it the various condensed phases possible in the system. They permit

, j is virtually impossible to use these data in practice without further ready understanding of the high-temperature chemistry and allow
71 calculation. Thus, when one is investigating the thermodynamics appropriate processing and service conditions to be specified.

:j( of a particular system. the question often is not whether the rele- Wagner" used them in his study of the volatilization of SiO and
6 ant data are available, but how to utilize the data. SiO 2 and Blegan,6 Colguhoun. Wild, Grieveson, and Jack,7 Gul-

, r Lengthy calculations can always be done on the dozen or more bransen and Jansson,89 and Singhal'" used them to define stable
.j reactions that are possible in each system. This is not only incon- phase fields in the Si-O-N and Si-O-C systems. The intent of this

P venient but often unsatisfactory, because in a complex system paper is to promote the use of this type of construction in ceramic
' where many compounds exist, it is pertinent to have an overview applications and also to explore new ways of simplifying and
C of the relations between them. and formulae and calculations alone clarifying the existing construction method. Three new construc-

are generally unsatisfactory for this purpose. The best approach is tion features to be introduced are the isomolar line. the isobaric
'< often by graphical representation. The Ellingham or Richardson lines, and the constant H20 /H (or CO/CO) lines. This paper is

diagram is one example of the value of graphical representation. devoted to three simple oxides- MgO. A120, and SiO2; further
One single Ellingham diagram contains more information on papers will deal with the Si-O-N system and with ternary cxides.
metals and their oxides than pages of tabulated thermodynamic free transition-metal oxides, and refractory metal oxides.

The new construction features and additional relevant data, in
particular, the partial pressure of dominant metal vapor species,
can be plotted on conventional Ellingham-type diagrams, and this

Received August 4. 1983. revised cop) received Ma, 17, 1984. approved Oto- graphical representation will be contrasted and compared with
her 17. 1984

Supported bs AFOSR under Contract No F49620-78C-0053 volatility diagrams. We also note that manipulation of the thermo-
*Member. tle American Ceramic SoLtetN dynamic information we are treating can be handled by some of the
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Table 1. Reactions in Mg-0, AI-O, and Si-O Systems computer programs now extant. e.g.. SOLGASMIX," However,
Needed for Plotting Volatility Diagrams graphical techniques have some advantages and our intention in

Equation No Reaction log A (1900 K) this paper is to emphasize the ease of handling these data graphi-
I* 2MgO(c) -- 2Mg(I) + 0, -21.32 cally using only the JANAF Tables. Before beginning our discus-
2* Mg(l) -. Mg(g) 1.28 sion. we note that. whether a computer program or a graphical
3 2MgO(c) -* 2Mg(g) + 02 -18.75 display is used. there is always the danger of missing important
4* 2Mg(l) - 02 - 2MgO(g) 7.12 species. Caveat emptor:
5 MgO(c) -*MgO(g) -7.10
6 AIO(c) - 2AI(l) + 3/202 -29.36 11. Data Base-Gaseous and Nongaseous Phases
7 Al(l/) - AI(g) -2.55
8 AI 20,(c) -* 2A(g) + /,02 -34.46 Three common oxide systems will be dealt with here - ME-0.
9 4AI(l) + 0. -* 2AI 20(g) 14.44 AI-0, and Si-O. The thermodynamic data appropriate for these

10 AI,,Odc)---*AI2 O(g) + 02 -22.14Ii A12 0 3(c) + 4Al!) -. 3AI 20(g) -7.69 systems are tabulated in the JANAF Tables. In the Mg-O system.
12 2AI(l) + Oz -- 2A1O(g) 2.90 theN are Mg (reference state). Mg(c).* Mg(l). Mg(g). Mg'tg).
13 2AI 203(c) - 4AIO(g) + 0, -52.91 MgO(c), MgO(I). and MgO(g): in the AI-O system. they are Al
14 AlO(c) + AI(l) -* 3A10(g) -25.00 (reference state). Al(c). AI(l), Al(g). A!'(g). AIO(g). AIO0').
15 Ahl) + 02- AlO2(g) 5.16 AlO0(g), AlO'(g), AlO(g). AI 0 2(g). a-Al2 O,(c).
16 2A120 3(c) + 02 - 4AIO2(g) -38.09 y-A120 3(c), and AIO,(I); and in the SiO system. they are Si
17 2A120 3(c) - 3AIO(g) + AI(/) -43.25 (reference state). Si(c). Si). Si(g). Si2(g . Si,(g ),Si,(g).
18 SiO2(l) - Si(l) + 02 -15.68 SiO(g), quartz SiO 2(c). cristobalite SiO c). SiOG1M. and
19 SiO) --- Si(g) -4.92 SiOz(g). For the temperature range of interest, all three metals and
20 2Si 2(l) - -Si(g) + 02 -20.60 SiO 2 are in the liquid state, and one can reduce the condensed
22 2Si02 +l0 - 2SiO(g) + 02 -17.50 phases to Mg(l), AIM. Si(/), MgO(c ). a-Al 20,(c). and SiO,).
23 SiO2(I) + Si() -- 2SiO(g) -1.82 Furthermore one can reduce the number of gaseous species to be
24 Sill) + 02 -- Si02(g) 8.29 considered, as many of them have very low %.apor pressures. Thus,
25 S02(1) -* SiO2(g) -7.30 one can eliminate all the charged radicals as well as dimeric and

*Note that 1900 K is above the boiling point of Mg. trimeric compounds for their influences are exerted by their
monomeric counterparts. The gaseous phases that need to be
considered are Mg(g), MgO(g), Al(g). AIO(g). A120(g). Si(g).
SiO(g), and SiOg).

Even with this reduced number of species in each system, a large
)Mg - Onumber of reactions have to be considered. Volatility diagrams are

mg(h 1100K useful when reactions involving at least one condensed species and
5 no more than one volatile species (except oxygen) are considered:

T reactions involving only gases are neglected. Table I is a tabulation
of the 25 various reactions in these systems needed for the dia-
grams; for convenience, log K values at 1900 K are also given. All

B -5 can be represented in standard thermodynamic form. i.e.

AG = RT In K (K = llPa"11Ra:")

where P stands for product. R for Reactant, a for activity, and n
S15 for integer.

A
III. Construction and Utilization of Volatility Diagrams

(A) I -25 (1) The Mg-O System

-35 -25 - 15 -5 5 (A) Construction: Volatility diagrams for oxides are always
log Po2  constructed with log Po, as the abscissa and log pM or log pMO as

the ordinate. At 1100 K, equilibrium constants for Eqs. (1) to (5)
in Table I can be either taken directly from the JANAF Tables or

Mg - o calculated from data given in these tables. Equation (1). which
I Jdescribes the oxidation of Mg to MgO, has an equilibrium constant

1100K of 10-4-6 and, as it is independent of pMp. is shown in Fig. 1(A)
as vertical line I-T that separates the Mg(/) and MgO(c) phase

)g11) fields. Similarly Eq. (2). the evaporation of liquid Mg, is indepen-
dent of po2 and is shown as the horizontal line 2-T. Equation (3)

MgOI1) -5 describes the evaporation of MgO to form Mg(g) and 02; as it

o involves both PM, and Po, it is plotted in Fig. I(A ) as the sloping
line T-A with a gradient of - '/. The intersection of these three
lines, T. indicates the minimum po, needed to prevent reduction of

)5 MgO(c) and the maximum pm, possible in the system. At 1100 K
© the minimum log Po: is -40.6 (Pa) and the maximum log pM, is

MgOOg) 3.8 (Pa). The significance of the sloping line is that PM, decreases
with increasing po,: thus, in an ambient pressure of 10' Pa (I atm)

(B) -25 of oxygen (point A). volatilization of MgO is unlikely because of
I the very low equilibrium partial pressure of Mg. 10- " Pa.

-35 -25 - 15 -5 5 Normally. weight loss due to evaporation in a high-temperature
log Po2  experiment is important only if the vapor pressure of the evapo-

Fig. I. (A) Volatility diagram for the Mg-O system at 1100 K for case
when only Mg(t* is considered. In this and all other figures, pressures are
given in Pa (I atm = 1.013 x 10' Pa. (B) Volatility diagram as per (A)
but with MgO(g) considered. 'The suff-%t stand, tot crystal. I for liquid, and R' lot ga
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Fig. 2. Volatility diagram for the Mg-O system at 1100 K. Fig. 3. Master volatility diagram for the Mg-O system from 1100 to
2100 K: isomolar line is defined in text.

rating species is higher than 10 Pa. Point B in Fig. I(A) corre-
sponds to this arbitrary condition, and a decrease in po, beyond this 109 IDQ'PCo ,., ' - 2,
point will result in significant weight loss. ,oQ 5, ,0

A similar diagram can be constructed for MgO vapor by utilizing Mg-0 ."
Eqs. (I). (4). and (5), as shown in Fig. I(B) where log pMo is
plotted on the ordinate instead of log ps. Equation (4) is an 5
alternative oxidation reaction and depends on both pMo and po,:
it is shown as the sloping line 3-C with a gradient of + )/.: Eq. (5),
which describes the evaporation of MgO vapor over solid MgO. is 2100K 0 5
independent of p,: and constant at 10- "' Pa (line C-4). The next 1900K
step in the construction is to combine Figs. I (A ) and (B) into one 1700K 0
diagram and to discard unimportant lines, as shown in Fig. 2. " 5-
In the approximation we use, only the solid lines are important A5
in this figure because the dashed lines represent species with - (13

smaller vapor pressures: we henceforth refer to these solid lines _-MO, 130K
as maximum equilibrium pressure lines for obvious reasons. The I.- -5 - 10

intersection D. which we shall call the major vapor transition point, .... log P0 2  5

delineates the field where the major vapor species changes; to its l -2 (5 ,.,op
right, it is MgO vapor and to its left. it is Mg vapor. It is easy - 2 - 0 og Pcoipco,
to construct a number of such simple isothermal volatility diagrams
which can be combined into a master diagram covering the tern- Fig. 4. Volatility diagram for Mg-0 system with H2O/H: and CO.,/CO
perature range of interest. Figure 3 is such a diagram for the Mg-O nomographs included.
system and contains all the vital thermodynamic data on volatiliza-
tion reactions between 1100 and 2100 K.

(B) Evaporation of MgO in Vacuum and Inert Gases and the
Use of the Isomolar Line: When MgO(g ) is the major species. nonreactive environment and sets a limit to the valid portion of
i.e.. at values of P,' to the right of point D. the vapor pressure the volatility diagram: only conditions to the right of this line
of MgO in a closed system will be constant: the evaporation of are attainable.
MgO to MgO(g) (reaction 5) does not depend on po. However, (C) Evaporation of MgO in Reducing Gases and the Use of the
if the Po is reduced, the principal vapor species will change to Isobaric Lines: It is well-known that reducing gases can cause
Mg(g) and the vapor pressure will increase following the line T-D severe weight loss of MgO at high temperatures; volatility dia-
in Fig. 2. grams can predict the vapor pressures of various gaseous species

However, there is one other important fact of such an experi- involved in the high-temperature reactions. In fact the isomolar
ment that must be considered, the mass balance criterion. When point at any particular temperature is no longer applicable as the
I mol of MgO(c) undergoes evaporation via Eq. (3), 1 mol of Mg vapor pressure is much higher with a reactive gas. For ex-
Mgg) and '/: mol of O are produced. Assuming ideal gas be- ample, in the case of hydrogen with an H,,O to H2 ratio of 10 2
havior and equal diffusivity of all gaseous species. the mass bal- the JANAF Tables predict that log p,, at 1900 K will be -6.7
ance criterion stipulates that p,, = 

2po, or log PM0 = log pu, + (Pa), and according to Fig. 3 the corresponding log PM, is 1.5 (Pa).
log 2. This relation is shown in Fig. 3 as the dashed line. We The calculation can be repeated for other temperatures, and the
henceforth refer to it as an isomolar line and its gradient is always argument presented in the Appendix shows that for a specific H2O
I. At the point of intersection of the isomolar line with a maximum to H, ratio, the equilibrium P,: and p,,, for various temperatures
equilibrium pressure line. both the mass balance criterion and fall on a single straight line. the dotted line in Fig. 4 is constructed
the thermochemistry are satisfied. The predicted equilibrium for an H20 to H: ratio of 10 2. As can be seen in this figure, a
vapor pressures above crystalline MgO at 1900 K. for example, nomographic-type construction is possible: a straight edge can be
are pM,, = 0. 1 Pa and Po2 = 0.05 Pa. Other isomolar points are placed on any desired H2O to H, (or CO to CO) ratio so that the
also indicated by filled circles. Conceptually. when an MgO crys- equilibrium P(,, above MgO can be determined at any temperature.
tal dissociates into Mg vapor and O. the respective partial pres- The effect of moisture in the ambient is easily predicted from
sures are controlled in a fixed ratio by the equilibrium constant. Fig. 4. At 1900 K, for example. if the H2O to H2 ratio changes
The isomolar line defines the maximum pm, over MgO(c) in a from 10- to 10-', log pm, increases from 1.5 to 2.5 (Pa) and the
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Mg-o corresponding CO scales, which are derived from the'reaction-,

5 CO(g) + '/202(g) - C0 2 (g)

gigoo The range of validity of the diagram for nonreactive ambients is toI;: ..... Thus, the final volatility diagram for MgO is shown in Fig. 6.

.. the right of the isomolar line. For reducing environments. H2/H 20
5 5 , 0 or CO/CO2,. the CO or H 2 nomograph is used for any particularizi'i; , o pressure to define the validity of the volatility diagram-for any

temperature, to the right of the intersection of a straight line con-
-, 5 necting the CO or H2 scales and the maximum equilibrium pressure

line. For a given H2O to H2 or CO. to CO ratio, the appropriate
scales are used to determine the equilibrium pressure on the maxi-
mum equilibrium pressure line. It is clear that all available thermo-

-1 odynamic information has been included in Fig. 6 in a compact and
-15 -10 -5 0 5 useful form.

Io Po2  Two additional points concerning the nomographic construction
should be noted. Firstly, there is the question of volatile hydroxides

Fig. 5. Volatility diagram for the Mg-O system %%ith isobaric line (dotted) and in this case Mg(OH).(g) is the most volatile (OH)-containing
included, species. However, our calculations based on values tabulated in the

JANAF Tables suggest that it is a minor species under normal
pressures and H20 to H, ratios of less than 10-2. Therefore. in
Fig. 6. the highest log H:O/H 2 value on the scale is -2. Actually,

09 O.CO) -4 -3 ,,-2 this is not a particularly severe limitation. A pt,o to pH ratio of
og o.,'oO, -4 10 - ' corresponds to a dew point of +7°C, and Mg(OH)2 forma-

Mg-O 7 7 0 tion therefore requires injection of steam into the system. Under
I _l 5 conditions where Mg(OH) 2 does form, a completely different

o5 4' . 343 type of volatility diagram is required. Normally hydroxides are
0' important only at high pH2 O and low temperature.

-/ With regard to the CO 2/CO scale, the limitation here is sooting
/MgO 0 of carbon, and the condition for that in the present temperature

range is a CO 2 to CO ratio of about 10-'. Again this is reflected
o in Fig. 6, where the minimum value on the log CO_/CO scale
I . is -4.

-J -5 (D) Use of Ellingham-Type Diagrams: A useful alternative
_ to the volatility diagram is to plot the data on the standard

_ 77f3 Eflingham-type diagram.' Clearly, either form will suffice since
"-10 volatility diagrams are plots of equilibrium po, vs equilibrium pMo,

-15 -10 -5 0 for various temperatures, while the Ellingham-type diagrams have
- 2 log (o0,,PH2) log P0 2  equilibrium po2 and T as the abscissa and ordinate, respectively.

-2 1 - 0 log oco, ,co for various PMO, values. Such a diagram for the Mg-O system is
constructed in Fig. 7, where in accord with standard practice, the

Fig. 6. Complete volatility diagram for the Mg-O system. temperature is given in *C rather than K and the abscissa is actually
RT In po. The nomographic constructions forpo, H20 to H2 ratio,
and CO 2 to CO ratio scales are well-known and will not be dis-
cussed. The data usually included in the Ellingham diagram define

evaporation rate should likewise increase, the oxidation of Mg to solid MgO, which are plotted as lines I and
At first sight. p, can increase up to the point T where Mg(/) and 3. The former represents the oxidation of solid or liquid Mg and the

MgO(c) are in equilibrium with MgO(g). However, such a direct latter the oxidation of 10' Pa of Mg vapor; M is the melting point
interpretation of the volatility diagram must be modified to take of Mg. Solid MgO is stable only above these lines, and the inter-
cognizance of the mass balance. The reaction between MgO and section of the two lines, B. is the boiling point of Mg. The vapor
H. is pressure of Mg over condensed Mg (Eq. (2)) at various tem-

peratures is shown as a series of vertical lines (below line I); lines
MgO(c) + H-(g) - Mg(g) + H20(g) corresponding to > 10' Pa Mg pressure are not drawn. The vapor

pressure of Mg over solid MgO plots as a series of sloping linesand using the same assumption we made earlier, for every mole of which are appropriately labeled in Fig. 7. Finally, the vaporization
Mg vapor produced. I mol of H20 vapor is also produced. As in of MgO via Eq. (5) is shown as a series of vertical lines at the
the case of the nonreactive environment, the volatilization reaction top of the diagram, line 4 corresponding to pM, = 10 Pa. Line 5 is
creates its own environment. One can calculate the equilibrium PM, the locus of the points marked D on Fig. 2 and denotes, for a given
and pH.o for this reaction by making the simple assumption that pM. the pojT conditions where the major vapor species changes
PM, = pH.O. At 1900 K in 10' Pa of dry H2, for example, the vapor from Mg vapor (below the line) to MgO vapor (above the line).
pressure of H,0 or Mg is 102- Pa. We refer to this point as the At any Po2, the ilevant pM, or pMo pressure can be obtained by
isobaric point; it is shown in Fig. 5 as a filled circle and indicates noting which isobar passes through the intersection of the line
the maximum Mg vapor pressure allowed for any pH, at one par- between that po2 and point 0 on the left-hand vernier of the nomo-
ticular temperature. graph at a given T. (For example. pMJ, is 10 Pa at 1800'C at

The Appendix also shows that the isobaric points at constant Po, = 10- ' Pa.)In any H2O/H 2 (or CO 2/CO)mixture, a straight-
pm., and various temperatures should fall on a straight line, the edge is placed between H (or C) on the vernier and the relevant
isobaric line. as can be seen in Fig. 5. In fact, as shown in this gas mixture and likewise gives the PMo, pressure as a function
figure, the best way of representation is to include additional scales of temperature.
on the ordinates, i.e.. to create another nomograph; the position As in the volatility diagram, the valid regions of the Ellingham
of an isobaric point can be determined by placing a straightedge diagram can be determined using the mass balance criterion. In
across the diagram for the particular N1, pressure of interest. The
effect of CO can be determined on a similar basis by using the 'This was pointed out by a reviewer ot an eartier version of this paper.
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vacuum or inert gases, pm, has to be equal to or less than 2p,k, and AI-0
such a condition is shown by the long-dashed isomolar line; the
diagram is only valid above this line. In practice, for a given AItr, 1900K
temperature, say 2000'C, the maximum Mg vapor pressure is
found by noting which isobar intersects the point where the iso- PA 7

molar line crosses 2000C; in addition, placing a straightedge AI203c,
through this point and point 0 on the vernier yields the minimum -
Poz as 100 5 Pa.

The isobaric lines are constructed in a similar way, by noting that a
the limiting condition is pm, < p. O. At 10' Pa H., for example, ... ,0
the isobaric line is constructed (the short-dashed line in Fig. 7) by -.o, = 5
noting the temperature at which a straight line between the H -- 5
vernier and a series of H 20 to H 2 ratios intersects the appropriate -...
pM, isobar; the isobaric point for p,, = 10' Pa is at 1900'C; for , - ...--- \ -
10 Pa it is 1350'C; for 10-' Pa it is 1050'C, etc. The diagram is
only valid above the short-dashed line in such an atmosphere. , I , - 10

(2) The AI-O System -15 -10 -" 0

(A) Construction: The JANAF Tables list J5 metallic and log Po 2
oxide phases in this system, of which six are relevant to the present
discussion-AI(/), a-A120 3(c). Al(g), A120(g), AIO(g). and Fig. 8. Volatility diagram fr the AI-O system at 1900 K.
A10 2(g). The 1900 K isothermal section is chosen to demonstrate
the construction. The vertical line in Fig. 8 represents the oxi-
dation of AI(I) to a-A1201 (Eq. (6) in Table I) and the logarithmic
value of the equilibrium constant is -29.4. from which log po, is in cases where the gases are. more reduced than A) 20, i.e.. Al(g).
deduced to be - 14.6 (Pa). The four lines to the left of this vertical Al2O(g), and AIO(g), the triple points indicate the maximum
line represent the vapor pressures of the four vapor species over possible vapor pressure of these gaseous species. These can be
metallic aluminum, namely AI(g), A120(g), AIO(g), and calculated according to Eqs. (7), (11), and (14), and their loga-
AIO(g). corresponding to the chemical reactions described by rithmir values are 3.4. 3.4, and -3.3 (Pa). For A10 2(g), which
Eqs. (7), (9). (12). and (15). The gradients of these lines can be is more oxidized than Al2O,. the triple point does not represent
determined from the ratio between oxygen and the volatile species, the maximum vapor pressure, as it continues to increase in the
such that for Eq. (7) it is 0, for Eq. (9) it is V2, for Eq. (12) it is oxide phase field (the reaction at this triple point is Eq. (17)). For
V2, and for Eq. (15) it is I. To the right of the vertical line, the four practical purposes, the important lines in this diagram are the solid
lines represent vapor pressures of the same four species over lines which show the vapor pressures of the most volatile species.
a-A120, and the corresponding reactions are described by It is apparent that under the most reducing conditions. the major
Eqs. (8), (10). (13), and (16), for which the corresponding gra- vapor species is Al vapor but under more oxidizing conditions.
dients are -V., -I, - V4, and '/,. For each volatile species, the i.e.. to the right of D in Fig. 8. it is AIO,(R). By use of this
lines intersect on the vertical line to form a "triple" rnint where simplified construction, the 1700 and 2100 K sections are added
AIMI) and A120(c) are in equilibrium with a gaseous species; in Fig. 9.
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(B) Vacuum and Inert Gascs. The next step in the construc- baric lines in Fig. 10 is similar to that in the Mg-O system except
tion is to put in the isomolar points by considering the Jecom- that isobaric points are calculated according to the mass balance
position reaction criterion PH,1 12p, which follows from the reaction

Al ,0,(c) - 2Allg) + Y20 2,(g) Al 2Od(c) + 31- 2 - 2A1(g) + 3Hz0(g)

and the corresponding isomolar lines (log p.o. = log 3/4 -- The intersections with the maximum equilibrium pressure lines
log PA- the dashed line in Fig. 9). From the intersections one indicate the maximum vapor pressures at various temperatures. for
can predict the maximum vapor pressures of AI(g) and oxygen over example. at 105 Pa of dry hydrogen at 1900 K. log pA cannot
at-A120, in a nonreactive system; for example at 1900 K, log exceed 0.3 (Pa). As with the Mg-O diagram, the CO scale is also
PAI = -4.8 (Pa) and log po.2  -5.0 (Pa). We stress again that included in the diagram. The constant H20/H 2 and C0 2/CO lines
the significance of the isomolar line is to define the valid portion are likewise included and PAI under various ratios of these gases
of the diagram such that only the area to its right is accessible in can be readily determined. The range of these scales are again
nonreactive ambients. limited by reassons explained previously, for the H 20/H 2 scale. the

(C) H12 and CO. The nomographic construction of the iso- upper limit is IT '(dew point of -20'C) and for the C0 2 /CO scale

05 Fig. H1. Ellingham-type diagram for the AI-O system.
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Fig. 12. Volatility diagram for the Si-O system at 1900 K. Fig. 13. Master volatility diagram for the Si-O system from 1700 to
2100 K.

the lower limit is 10-'. It should again be cautioned that the region over a large range of po0 's. the sub-oxide (SiO) is the most im-
of validity for any H2 or CO pressure is to the right of the corre- portant species over silicon. This differs from the Mg-O and AI-O
sponding isobaric line. systems where the metallic vapors Mg(g) and Al(g) predominate

(D) Ellingham Diagram: The Ellingham-type compilation at low po,'s. As a result, active oxidation of Si by the formation
of the thermodynamic data for the AI-O system is shown in Fig. II of SiO is important and has been- well studied.'" The physical
and differs from Fig. 7 mainly in the vapor species found at high phenomenon of active oxidation involves weight loss. while pas-
p02 's; the constant PA:o2 lines slope to the left and the transition sive oxidation involves weight gain as a protective oxide film
from PA 10 PA1o as the principal vapor species is shown as the line grows. The active-passive transition is defined as the po: at which
marked 7. Line 6 delineates the transition from Al (solid or liquid) further evaporation of SiO is prevented by the formation of a
to A120, (solid or liquid) as the condensed phase. with M and 2] passive SiO 2 film. This point was first emphasized by Wagner;
being the conventional symbols for the melting points of the metal here, we show the utility of volatility diagrams in dealing with
and oxide, respectively. the active-passive transition. Our approach is essentially that pio-
(3) The Si-O System neered by Wagner,' except that %, ignore possible differences in

the diffusivity of various species in the vapor phase.
(A) Construction of the Diagram: The important phases in Consider inserting a piece of Si into a furnace which contains

this system are Si(l), SiO2(I). Si(g), SiO(g). and SiOz(g). By use some molecular oxygen. Two oxidation reactions are possible:
of values listed in the JANAF Tables, the 1900 K volatility dia-
gram is shown in Fig. 12. The vertical line represents the oxidation 2Si + Oz --* 2SiO(g) active oxidation (21a)
of Si to SiO2 (Eq. (18)), the three lines to its left describe the vapor Si + 02 - SiO(l) passive oxidation 18)
pressures of Si(g). SiO(g). and SiO2(g) over Si(l), according to
Eqs. (19). (21), and (24). respectively, and the three lines to its The volatility diagram is useful in differentiating active and passive
right describe the vapor pressures over SiO:(l). according to oxidation and defining the active-passive transition. Figure 16(A)
Eqs. (20), (22). and (25). The most volatile species is SiO(g), shows a schematic view of the active oxidation process. Oxygen
whereas Si(g) and SiO 2(g) are relatively unimportant except at molecules diffuse through a stagnant layer at the gas/solid inter-
low and high po,, respectively, where they become the major face and react with Si to form SiO molecules, which then diffuse
vapor species. away from this interfacial layer into the ambient. According to the

The rest of the construction is identical with the previous two
systems and only a brief description will be given here. Firstly,
in Fig. 13. the 1700 and 2100 K isothermal sections are included
and the isomolar line, which satisfies the mass balance condi- --2 2
tions of Eq. (22), is also drawn. As before, this line delineates l ZP7"70) 7-2 1 0
the valid region of the diagram when the system is under a non- ,og ,,,JO0.) -

reactive environment. In hydrogen, Fig. 14 is drawn to accommo- S- 0 I '
date the mass balance corresponding to the SiO2-H2 reactions: _ s°
SiO2(I) + H 2 - SiO(g) + Ho(g). The maximum SiO(g) vapor 5

rOF

pressure is a function of the hydrogen pressure, and for example -,at 1900 K and pi,, = 10' Pa, log ps~o cannot exceed +2.6 (Pa). /"
Isobaric points for other temperatures and pressures can be deter-
mined from Fig. 14. The valid portion of the diagram is to the right S .
of the corresponding isobaric line, where ps,o is determined by 06

the H20 to H2 ratio of the environment. Similarly, in CO 2/CO - _(,' -
mixtures, ps,o can be determined from the diagram by using the -.
corresponding CO2 CO scale and the valid region of this scale is
defined as before. - -10

The Ellingham-type compilation of the data is included in - 15 -10 -5 0 5
Fig. 15. Line 8 delineates the transition from Si to Si0 2 as the -- -, o0 1'

.° MOM ,
1 o gP0

condensed phase. and lines 9 and 10 show. respectively, transitions 2 -1 log PCOIPCO
from SiO to Si0 2 and from Si to SiO as the principal vapor species.

(B) Active Oxidation: The Si-O system is unique in that Fig. 14. Complete volatility diagram for the Si-O system.
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Fig. 15. Ellingham-type diagram for the Si-O system.

JANAF Tables, the equilibrium constant for Eq. (21a) at 1700 K The method of construction of the H 2O/H 2 nomograph enables the
is 1016. Thus, one can make the assumption that all the oxygen direct determination of the corresponding po,. For example, at
molecules arriving at this interface from the ambient are converted point b in Fig. 17. log Po2 = - 12 (Pa) and the corresponding H:O
into SiO(g). Based on this and the assumption that oxygen mole- to H, ratio is i0-4, as is determined by noting the intersection on
cules arrive and SiO molecules depart at the same rate, active the H 2O/H, scale of a line through point b. One can assume, as
oxidation involves the generation of two SiO molecules for each in the previous case, that all the H 20 molecules are consumed by
oxygen molecule arriving at the Si surface. Therefore, at the inter- reaction (26) to form SiO(g) and a simple relation-ps0 at the
face Pso = 2po2 in the ambient. (This condition is in fact the interface = pH2o in the ambient-is maintained. (This in fact is
same as for the isomolar line.) For example, at 1700 K, if the the condition for the isobaric lines.) Inserting a piece of Si into a
ambient po is I0- " Pa. then the Pso generated at the interface is furnace containing H2O/H, at a ratio of 10- 4 at PH2 = 102 Pa will
2 x 10- " Pa. According to Fig. 17. this is many orders of magni- generate 10 Pa of SiO(g), and as this is below the critical conden-
tude lower than the equilibrium Pso - 103 Pa (point a)- and sation value of ps,o = 103 Pa at point 7T, active oxidation will occur.
hence SiO(g) should not condense. If the Poj is increased, the With increasing HO to H2 ratios, SiC2 smoke will form when the
ps,o will increase accordingly; at Pot = 10' Pa (point b) for ratio exceeds 10-3 (the condition at the isobaric point e on Fig. 17);
example, the system should be in the SiO2 phase field; however, the active-passive transition occurs when the ratio is 10-', as the
active oxidation will continue because the Ps~o is still far below StO pressure at the triple point is then realized. At this condition,
the critical condensation value of =10S Pa at this point. As the Ps o will drop from 10 Pa (point T) to I Pa; this pressure (point(
p , is further increased, ps~o approaches the critical value and on Fig. 17) is determined by the intersection of the 10-2 point on
SiO2 smoke can form away from the interface (Fig. 16(B)). This the H2O/H 2 scale with the maximum equilibrium pressure line.
active -, active + smoke transition in fact occurs at the isomolar The difference between molecular 02 and HO/H2 , T -. d and
point (c). If Po)2 is further increased to 5 x 102 Pa, Ps o is 10' Pa. T -- f, respectively, is caused only by the thermodynamics of the
This latter pressure will have exceeded the maximum equilibrium HO/H2 equilibrium. In the latter case, the active-passive tr-ansi-
pressure defined by point T, and SiO2 will begin to condense tion occurs when PH2O in the ambient = Ps~o at point T and the
on the silicon surface. Beyond this ,point, a passive SiO2 film system must change to pointf.
will form, log p 60o will drop from 1 Pa at point T to i0 Pa

(point dj. and weight loss will effectively cease. This is passive .Sm aranCocsis
oxidation and is shown schematically in Fig. 16(C). The active- V SumradColsis

passive transition, although defined in terms of pa, is determined Volatilization reactions in a metal-oxygen system in nonreactive
by SiO vapor pressure: Paz at the active-passive transition = or reducing environments can be fully understood using either
2p.o at point T volatility diagrams or Ellingham-type diagrams. Three pairs of

One can put forward similar arguments for a hydrogen environ- such diagrams are shown in this paper. Figs. 6 and 7 for the Mg-O
ment. Unlike the previous case, however, the oxygen carrier is system, Figs. 0 and I I for the AI-O system, and Figs. 14 and at
Ho. Two oxidation reactions are possible: for the Si-C system. The construction of these diagrams is some-

i S 4-H, B iO(g) + He active oxidation (26) what more involved than the classical Ellingham diagram but is just
as simple from a a pplication viewpoint. Use does, however, re-

Si - 2HtO g SiO(I) + 2H, passive oxidation (27) quire some understanding of the significance of the isomolar lines
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Fig. 27. Volatility diagram for the Si-O system at 1700 K. Points a-f'
refer to dheussion in text on active and passive oxidation of Si. Fig. 28. Comparison of volatility diagrams for the Mg-O. AI-O. and Si-O

systems at 1900 K.

in neutral ambients and the isobaric lines in reducing ambients. in p -. AH, AS,
order to identify the valid portions of the diagrams- in fact, these log K2 =---- = - - (A-4)
,so lines are the principal original contributions of this paper. PHP& 2.3RT 2.3

The question of the relative merit of the volatility diagrams vs By rearranging Eqs. (A-3) and (A-4) one can eliminate 7. and by
the Ellingham-type diagrams is interesting. On the one hand, the assuming aM6 0 to be unity. we find
latter is more widely used in general, because of the convenient
representation of the data, but volatility diagrams are popular with [ [AS2  Pw.,o 1 I i[AS 1  ,
high-temperature scientists interested in gas-solid reactions be- -I- - log .2 = - log(o.P+
cause the species of interest, MO, gas. is plotted as one of the AH 2  2. 3R PH2Po2  AHL 2.3R

axes. Secondly, their use makes it easier to decide which vapor whccabesmlfdtoheeprtu-ieenntom
species in gas-solid reactions are im po rtant and to delineate validwh h ca be s m lf d to he e p rt r -i ep n nt o m
regions of the p+-puio, fids, and in this way are a useful inter- H

mediate step in constructing an Ellingham-type diagram. Thirdly, A log PM1 + B log po, + C log P-.' + D =0 (A-5)
they are much more useful than Ellingham-type diagrams when PH2
dealing with solid solutions. oxycarbides. and oxynitrides, as will where
be discussed in future papers. Fourthly. it is a simple matter to
compare the volatility of different oxides at a single temperature A = /AH1

by nottng the p or P~o, where the isomolar line intersects the B = '/[(I/All,) + (I/AH2)]
maximum equilibrium pressure line (Fig. 18). Thus, it is easy to
see that AIl2O+ is the least volatile and MgO the most volatile of the C = -(1/AHl2)
three oxides considered, in accord with common laboratory expe-
rience; furthermore, it is easy to see why all three of thae oxides D = (I/2.3R)((AS2 /AH2 ) - (AS,/AH)]

under consideration cannot easily be reduced to their elements-in According to this equation, at constant H:O/H 2, log PM1 decreases
all cases, access to the conditions where metal, solid or liquid linearly with log Po2.
oxide, and gaseous species can coexist requires very high pressures Similarly the relation between log po, and log PMI (or log pH2o)
of reducing gases. as depicted by the isobaric lines will be derived here. The two

Finally, it is convenient to use volatility diagrams to determine important reactions are water formation and magnesia reduction
the transition from active to passive oxidation, which occurs in by hydrogen.
those systems where a volatile MO; species predominates, as in
the Si-O system. K2 + V,O2  H20(g) (A-6)

MgO(c) + H2 - Mg(g) + H,0(g) (A-7)

APPENDIX The equilibrium constants are

The constant dew point lines can be shown to plot as straight log K(6= lg - +H (A-8

lines in volatility diagrams using the following derivation. The PP 2.3RT 2.3R
important reactions here are MH _

MgOlc) -*Mg(g) + '/202(g) (A-I) log K, = log P ---p----+- (A-9)S:
-"* aMopH, 2.3RT + 2.3R(A9

and But pM = pH~o according to the mass balance criterion and by
H2 + '/202 --* HO(g) (A-2) assuming aM3o = I, Eq. (A-9) becomes

The equilibrium constants for these reactions can be expressed in log K, = lo = - +-- (A-9a)
terms of the partial pressures as well as the entropies and enthalpaes p142 2.3RT 2.3R
of these reactions: By rearranging Eqs. (A-8) and (A-9a) and eliminating T. one can

log K, = log P'' = - H + -S (A-3) again derive an expression which is independent of temperature
aMo 2.3RT 2.3R A log po, + B log pM1 + C log p, + D = 0 (A-10)
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